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Casting Around with IMTT President Howard Chambliss:
At long last the weather is changing and it’s just about time to hit the water. It has been a long winter and it’s
time to welcome spring. As we start the 2014 Trail I would like to welcome all our new members. It looks like
we have a lot of new members signed up for the Jake Wolf Memorial at Spring Lake North. When we get
together on March 15th, please join me in welcoming these new teams.
I would like to remind everyone of some of the rules we need to follow at each IMTT Tournament:
 PFD must be worn at takeoff and anytime the main motor is in use
 All IDNR and lake rules must be followed
 Please keep your radio on all day
 Work together to get all fish witnessed as soon as possible
 Move away and give plenty of room to any team that you witness for
If we all follow these rules and practice safe, courteous boating, everyone will have a great day on the water.
I would like to remind everyone of a few of the programs we have for the 2014 season:
 The raffle for the IMTT/Glenwood Lodge Scholarship is ongoing. You can purchase your tickets at any
of the IMTT tournaments, or on line from the IMTT web page. This is a great program that we all need
to get behind to help secure the future of the fishery in Illinois. Where else can you purchase a chance
for a one week vacation for four for just $5.00?
 Last year we had our best participation ever in the IMTT Youth Trail. I ask all of you to spread the word
about this program, so we can recognize these youth for their achievements. This is a great program to
get our youth to enjoy the great outdoors. The entry forms can be printed off the IMTT website –
illmuskie.com
The field is wide open - let’s get out there and have a safe, fun-filled Trail. If you have any questions about
any of the IMTT programs please feel free to contact me or any of the board members. Our goal is to work
with each of you to achieve the goals of the IMTT. Prep the boat, stock the tackle box, and we will see you at
Spring Lake North. There is still time to register. Contact Tournament Director Bob Taylor with any questions.
See YOU on the water………………………………………..

Howard Chambliss
President - IMTT
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OH MY – HE HAS A GREEN JACKET!!!!

Have you ever noticed the attention the Green Jacket receives at “the” Augusta Masters Golf Tournament? Well in the
world of Illinois Muskie, the Green Jacket also receives attention, praise and respect for the person wearing one. The
Illinois Muskie Tournament Trail has been presenting/awarding a Green Jacket as the highest award on the tournament
Trail. 2013 marks the 11th year of competition on the Tournament Trail, and the winners have been:
YEAR

TRAIL
CHAMPION

TRAIL
RUNNER-UP

STATE TOURNEY
CHAMPIONS TEAM

2003
2004
2005

Frank Walter
Nick Nigro
Rob Frechette

Ed Kukulski
Jim Stella
Nick Nigro

2006
2007

John Sutton
Bob Taylor

Joseph Roberto
Jeff Hodges

2008
2009
2010
2011
2012

Bob Taylor
Jim Beaty
Kyle Hilger
Russ Schaller
Bob Taylor

Brandyn Shepherd
Ron Rodak
Matt Gunkel
Randy Hilger
Dane Garrett

2013

Randy Hilger

Jim Beaty

Ray & Colby Simms
Ron Rodak & John Sutton
Dave Eichelberger &
Tony Carswell
Bob & Shawn Taylor
Jim Beaty &
Manuel Santa Cruz
Gary Dew & Joseph Glasgow
Ron Rodak & Bob Jeffries
Chris Piha & Matt Gunkel
Russ Schaller
Tony Carswell &
Dave Eichelberger
Matt Gunkel & Travis Smith

STATE TOURNEY
RUNNER-UP TEAM
John Risuis – no partner
Manuel Cruz & Ken Ryder
Mike Hopkins &
Kris Glavin
Bob Jeffries & Ron Rodak
Lenny Goldsmith &
Denis Ledgerwood
Jim Beaty & Manuel Santa Cruz
NONE
Victor Fox & Duane Landmeier
NONE
Walt Krause & Ken Ryder
Randy & Kyle Hilger

BIG FISH OF THE YEAR AWARDS
2003
Manuel Santa Cruz ………………………………. 47 inches
2004
Rob Frechette ……………………………………… 44 inches
2005 - 2006 No report located
2007
Mike Witowski ……………………………………… 47.5 inches
2008
Jim Beaty ………………………………………………. 48.5 inches
2009
Jim Beaty and Fred Dearborn (TIE)………….. 46 inches
2010 - 2011 No report located
2012
Kyle Hilger……………………………………………….. 49 inches
2013
Matt Gunkel ……………………………………………. 48 inches

WOW! Is 2014 YOUR year??????????
Special THANKS to IMTT Historian JIM OZEE for the above information

ACCIDENTS WAITING TO HAPPEN:
1. Completely unhooking your boat high up on the boat ramp before backing down to water level.
2. Taking a treble hook out of a fish’s mouth using only your fingers instead of needle nose pliers – doesn’t
matter the size of the fish.
3. Listening to your partner when he says, “Don’t worry, that lightning is a long way off”.
4. Or when he says, “Lets’ keep him - he’s close enough to the size limit”.
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Warmer weather - and the IMTT Tournament Trail – are right around the corner!

MICHELLE HRUSKOVICH

JENNA VANDRAK (Youth Honor Roll)

JIM BEATY

LUCAS KROENING (Youth Ambassador)

*** DON’T FORGET --- ILLINOIS FISHING LICENSES EXPIRE THIS MONTH ***
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WHOA - IT’S YOUR FIRST TOURNAMENT???
Even when we were “little kids” we tried not to do anything that would make us look foolish, silly or result in brutal
teasing (bullying in today’s words) by our peers. Sometimes throughout life, this “fear” keep us from doing something
that we might be really been good at, really enjoy doing, or find very beneficial in learning something new. Such is the
approach - avoidance conflict when it comes to fishing in tournaments. Whoa, do I want to jump in there with the “big
boys”? Will everybody know that I’m the new kid on the block? I sure wouldn’t want to do anything stupid.
Hopefully YOU won’t let those types of thoughts keep YOU from enjoying the offerings of the IMTT. The IMTT
tournaments are made up of a variety of different types of Muskie fishermen. Over the years some were very good
guides and professionals, some were very good “should be guides”, some were just very good fishermen, some were
week-end anglers that enjoy the outdoors fishing for Muskie with their families, friends, etc. Sure, we’ve had
tournaments where a professional has won, but more than likely, the tournaments are won by a team that just really
likes to Muskie fish, has a job 5 days of the week, but can’t wait to get on the water come weekend.
With so many new folks interested in the IMTT we want to make it as easy as possible for YOU to become a participant.
First, simply contact any IMTT Officer or Director for any information that they might be able to offer. Second, get in
touch with the “contact person” listed for the tournament that you are interested in for tournament and registration.
Be sure to pay your entry fee, fill out the entry and liability release forms, and become familiar with the rules and
regulations of the tournament. Show up on time and ready to fish.
Normally we start at a certain time the morning of the first day of the tournament. There is a specific starting order,
usually associated with the order the entries were received. There will be a “starters” boat to send you out in the proper
order, and there will be all kinds of really great folks ready to help YOU in any way they can to make sure YOU enjoy the
experience! We can almost guarantee that first of all you won’t do anything silly, secondly that you probably will really
enjoy the day and the camaraderie, and lastly – you might even win the tournament. First timers have won before!
The Illinois Muskie Tournament Trail is about competition – winning and losing and competing for the State Tourney
Championship and Trail Angler of the Year. It’s about getting Muskie fishermen together to compare, share, laugh, learn,
compete and enjoy. It’s about helping the Illinois Muskie Fishery maintain its’ present status of success and help to
provide financial backing to assure future successes. It’s about the Youth Honor Roll and the Fisheries Scholarship. It’s
about your granddaughter or grandson catching an Illinois record Muskie sometime in the future.

Why not make this the year that you say, “ I’M A MUSKIE TOURNAMENT FISHERMAN! “
DID YOU KNOW…

that a tablet or two of the teeth cleaner that folks put with their false teeth, partials, etc.
overnight will really clean your coffee thermos jug, making it fresh and ready to go. Try it, it works!

DID YOU KNOW…

that the IMTT will have an informational booth at Scheels Sporting Goods “Fish Fest” on March
1 in their Springfield store. Stop by if you are in the Springfield area.
st

DID YOU KNOW…

that the IMTT will sponsor a Muskie Fishing Seminar at Scheels Sporting Goods in Springfield on
April 26 starting at 1:00 p.m. More information to follow in the April Newsletter.
th
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MUSKIES AT SPRING LAKE NORTH
by Bob Taylor
Spring Lake North in Tazewell County has 578 surface acres and an average depth of only 2.9 feet. The lake was built in
1916 when a levee was constructed between the Illinois River and the natural sand ridge to the southeast separating the
spring filled marshy area from the river. In 1978 the lake was cut into two almost equal lakes which we now know as
Spring Lake North and Spring Lake South.
By 1983 the lakes had established much of the aquatic vegetation that is seen there today. By early summer each year
approximately three-fourths of each lake becomes covered with 17 different species of aquatic vegetation - primarily
invasive Eurasian Milfoil. Natural springs throughout the lake, along with the thick cover of vegetation through the warm
summer months, help maintain the water quality and provide the cool water temperatures which are favorable for
Muskie populations. Because of its proximity to the Jake Wolf hatchery (formerly Sand Ridge Hatchery) Spring Lake North
is now used as a brood source for Muskie and now provides most of the Muskies stocked statewide each year. Spring
Lake North is stocked every third year at a rate of between 2 and 3 fish per acre.
Traditionally the best time of the year for Muskie anglers to try
their luck is between from ice melt to late May. This is when the
water is coolest and the vegetation has not become too thick to
navigate by boat or to retrieve your favorite Muskie lure. The
primary forage for Muskies in Spring Lake North is a strong
gizzard shad population.
Muskie catches are usually in the
upper-twenty to mid-thirty inch range, although fish have been
reported in the upper-forty inch class as well. Spring Lake North
is considered by many as the best lake in Illinois for an
opportunity to boat multiple fish in one day, with 10 or more fish
days not being uncommon! Muskie anglers using bright and
flashy rattle baits, glide baits and topwater baits tend to produce
the most fish.
Spring Lake North is located south of Pekin off the Manito Blacktop, 5 miles northwest of Manito on Spring Lake Road.
The lake has a concrete ramp on the causeway between the north and south lakes, and a gravel ramp at the northeast
end of the lake off Sky Ranch Road. There is a 25 HP limit, but many IMTT members use only their trolling motors to fish
the Spring Lake North tournament. (A portion of the above information is from IDNR pamphlets.)

For more information regarding the March 15 IMTT Jake Wolf Memorial Tournament on Spring Lake
North, contact Tournament Director Bob Taylor at imtt2014@gmail.com or by phone at 309-262-9720.
Additional information regarding the tournament, facilities, and the tournament entry form re
available on the IMTT website: www.illmuskie.com

There is a 25 boat limit for this tournament!!! Best enter early!!
__________________________________________________________________________________________

CLASSIFIED ADS - FOR IMTT MEMBERS ONLY: IMTT members may advertise items for sale or trade in the
IMTT Newsletter free of charge on a one-time basis. Please keep you ad under 50 words and include your
IMTT membership number with the ad. Send ad to newsletter editor and we’ll try and get it in the
newsletter the month that it is received (preferably received by the 10th of each month for the next months’
issue).
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SPRING FISHING ON LAKE KINKAID
by Walt Krause
I think that if you are a Muskie fisherman and you have read any of the many magazines
or had a chance to watch any of the fishing shows on TV, you know of Kinkaid. Kinkaid is
one of the top Muskie waters in U.S. and Canada. We may not have the really big fish as
some lakes in Minnesota or Canada, but we do have fish in the 36 to 45 inch range and
lots of them. Fish over 45 are present, but usually don’t show up until early spring or
late fall and winter. Kinkaid is such a good Muskie lake that TV Muskie fishermen like
Jim Saric, Mike Keys and MidWest Outdoors film shows here every year.
Since this is about fishing in the spring, I will start with water color. I have been fishing Kinkaid for 34 years. I have seen
springs with high water, low water, clear water and dirty water. Depending on the amount of rain and snow we get in
the spring you might find any of these conditions. One thing for sure the Muskies still have to eat. The clearest water
will be in the main basin from the bluffs to the dam. You will find murky water in the water treatment plant area, and
from the bluffs to the no wake zone at Thompson Bay. Expect dirty to muddy water from Thompson Neck to the mouth
of Kinkaid Creek and Johnson Creek. The only difference from year to year is how muddy the water gets, and how much
of the lake it affects. Most years we have ice in January and it starts to break up in mid-February.
From ice out to the second week of March, a lot of Muskies move to the shallow bays and head waters. Most of these
fish will be males in the 30 to 38 inch range. These fish are the first fish to enter the spawning areas. From mid-March
to the first of April, the large fish show up. These are the females coming to spawn. Usually the first two weeks of April
fishing is slow due to the spawn, however water temperatures have a lot to say when all this occurs. At ice out the water
temps will be from 42 to 46 degrees depending on the amount of sun light and location. The north end (Ava) will usually
be the warmest, and the dam area the coldest. By mid-March the north end will be around 50 degrees and will be as cold
as 44 degrees. By the end of March water temperatures will be around 55 degrees. Muskies will try to spawn from 54 to
58 degrees. Last year with the cold spring they were spawning in the last week in March to the first week in April in 49
degree water. Shawn Hirst (our lake Biologist) places his nets the last week in March. Last year the females were
dropping their eggs in 49 degree water. His holding tank was full of eggs and eggs were free flowing as he was
measuring and weighing the fish.
Everyone wants to know what lures to use at this time of year. This is the hardest part. If we have a spring like last year
with cold front after cold front coming thru, the lure selection will get muffled. But I will give you a selection for a
normal spring. Rattle trap type baits in ¾ to 1 oz. work well. These baits worked fast in the shallow bays catch lots of
fish. Other baits that also work very well are Baby Shallow Raiders, 6” Grandmas, spinner baits, 8” Believer /Swim Whizz
and 8” Jakes. I know that is a big choice of baits, but the Muskies decide what they want on any given day. It is up to
you to find what they want. Remember - fish can be caught both casting and trolling. There are fish shallow, fish deep
and fish in transition. Weather conditions will come into play in the spring along with water clarity and water
temperature. Cold fronts usually slow things down and warm fronts speed things up. One thing for sure… in all the
years I have been fishing Kinkaid in the spring, someone will figure it out and catch fish.
(Walt Krause is a full time guide on Kinkaid and Secretary for the IMTT. He is also the editor of Shawnee Muskie Club’s
Newsletter. Walt is the contact person for the IMTT Spring Classic Tournament on Lake Kinkaid, March 29 and 30.)

Tournament Entry Forms for the
IMTT Spring Classic Tournament on
Kinkaid Lake March 29 and 30 are
available on the IMTT website –
illmuskie.com
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New for 2014 – Reproduction of the IMTT Big Fish of the Year!
Thanks to a generous donation by Joe Fittante, the IMTT member that boats the largest Muskie on the 2014
Trail can order a reproduction of that fish for 50% off the regular cost. Fittante’s Muskie reproductions are
recognized as world class. Joe Bucher, Hall of Fame Angler, said, “The #1 reason I choose Joe Fittante is his
artistry. He is the only taxidermist I have found who can accurately reproduce the true colors and markings of a
living Muskie. His painting technique separates him from the rest. That is why I use him exclusively and prefer
his work above all others.”
IMTT members catching a big Muskie at a 2014 Trail event that could qualify as Big Fish of the Year are
encouraged to quickly measure both the length and girth of the fish, and take several close-up pictures that
clearly record both the color and markings of the fish before releasing the fish. And don’t forget to ask your
witnesses to take some extra photos with their cameras to avoid a potential “photographic calamity”. The Big
Fish of the Year will be awarded October 26 at the IMTT State Championship Tournament. So sharpen those
hooks, practice perfect Figure 8s and get to all of the 2014 Trail events you can. Maybe a beautiful Fittante
reproduction can hang on your wall!

___________________________________________________________________________________________

Spring Lake North Tournament Food Drive – Reach for 1,000!
Last November several tornados tore through Tazewell County and other surrounding counties in Illinois. These
EF4 tornadoes took two lives and caused significant damage throughout the county and in the towns of Pekin
and Washington. Because of the special need and circumstances in Tazewell County, we're "challenging" our
March 15 tournament participants to bring 1,000 food items for the Midwest Food Bank. We're expecting 25
teams - 50 guys - so that means we have to average 20 food items per participant to achieve our 1,000 item
goal. This would be the highest per-entrant average food donation that IMTT has ever achieved - a real
"stretch" goal.
Every entrant that donates 20 or more food items will receive a raffle ticket for handcrafted
fishing rod made by custom rod builder Paul Center specifically for this event.
We will accept food donations both at the Friday evening
registration (6:00 to 8:00 PM at McCritters restaurant), and
lakeside at the conclusion of the tournament Saturday afternoon.
The winning ticket will be drawn immediately after the
tournament awards ceremony. We have set a very ambitious
goal, and we’re hoping IMTT members will rise to the occasion.
Let’s have a great day on Spring Lake North and help the
families in Tazewell County!
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We’ve got an idea…an idea that needs your input!
May 17 is the last IMTT event of this spring and September 13 is the first IMTT event of the fall. There are almost four
months between those two dates. That is four months of great Muskie fishing. Sure, many of our Illinois Muskie waters
are too warm for most of those four months to safely release our quarry which is why we don’t conduct Illinois
tournaments during the hot summer months. But that doesn’t mean our members put away their rods for the summer.
Instead, most of us head to cooler waters – Wisconsin, Michigan, Minnesota or Canada to Muskie hunt. The IMTT
mission statement includes the promotion of camaraderie among the state’s Muskie anglers. The mission statement
doesn’t limit us to having fun together just in Illinois, so we’re exploring ideas to keep us “in touch” and interacting
through the summer.
One of the ideas we are considering are month-long “virtual tournaments”. Essentially, IMTT members could register to
participate in a virtual tournament each summer month; one in June, one in July and the last one in August. Entrants
could fish for Muskies anywhere and submit their catch for that month’s “Big Fish Pot”. The entry would be via email and
include when, where and the length of the fish. Other details (lure, structure, moon phase, time of day, etc.) would be
welcome but not required. Each entry would have to include a photograph of the fish with the member holding an IMTT
specified object or image for that month (oh yes, we’re going to have fun with this).

The proposed entry fee would be $20 for the month and IMTT would pay
out 80%. So if we got 25 members to participate in a month the payout
to the Big Fish of the Month would be $400. The 20% retained by IMTT
would be used for the IMTT Youth Honor roll and fishery support
programs. Other ”proposed rules”:
 This is contemplated as an honor system – no witnesses required.
Winner is based solely on length.
 Ties would be broken by the earliest date/time of the email
submitting the catch.
 All of the fish entered along with the information about the catch
supplied by the entrant would be posted to a Big Fish of the
Month page on the IMTT website. So we can all enjoy, be
inspired, (or even be envious) of each other’s successes.

This club required their
participants wear a tube of
caulk in their contest photos!

So what do YOU think? A winning idea – or a dud? We really want your input – if we set this up for summer 2014 will
you enter one or more months? What should the rules be? Are you willing to have your photo on the IMTT website –
while holding your big fish and a beach ball tucked between your knees (or maybe a cutout of a purple squirrel wearing a
pink bikini firmly in your bite)? Please respond to IMTT Vice President Bob Taylor at imtt2014@gmail.com before March
31. We will take all of your input and if it’s a go, we will put details in the May newsletter and on the website in early
May. Please take a minute and give us your feedback!
Thanks,

Your IMTT Officers

Sharing and Interacting with IMTT members --- Your opinion question:
We have an article in the works regarding how to register a potential State Record Muskie ……… probably in a
future summer issue. But for the time being……..please share your thoughts, your opinion regarding
“harvesting” a State Record Muskie. Would you keep a potential State Record Fish? Why or Why Not??
Ever hear of “photographic calamity”? That’s what happens if you only take your fish picture with one
camera, and it turns out not to be working. Take a picture with your buddy’s camera as well as your own.
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IMTT MEMBER PROFILES

TIM GUASTAFERRO, JR: Tim resides in West Dundee, Illinois and has been Muskie fishing for about 4 years. Tim
always wanted to catch a Muskie and when it happened he was addicted. His favorite Illinois Muskie lake is Sterling Lake
and overall favorite Muskie lake is Eagle Lake, Ontario. Tim’s go-to lure is the Bulldawg. Tim also likes to fish for walleye,
bowfin, gar and Smallmouth Bass. Tim is a boater.

KYLE KROENING: Kyle resides in Marion, Illinois and has been Muskie fishing for 3 years. He got started teaching his
son Lucas to fish for Pike, and once Lucas caught his first Muskie they were hooked and switched to Muskie in New
Mexico. Kyle’s favorite Illinois lake is Kinkaid, and it is also his favorite Muskie lake. Kyle’s go-to lure is whatever Lucas
recommends. He also likes to fish for catfish and salmon. Kyle is a boater and belongs to the Shawnee Muskie Hunters.

MICHELLE HRUSKOVICH: Michelle resides in Lafayette, Indiana and has been Muskie fishing about 2+ years. She
used to fish only randomly while in the boat with my fishing partner, Bob Taylor. Then while fishing at Lake St. Clair,
Michelle finally caught her first Muskie. Once she held it in her hands, Michelle was hooked. Her favorite Illinois Muskie
lake is Evergreen or McMaster, and her favorite Muskie lake is Lake St. Clair. Michelle’s go-to lure is a secret. She also
likes to fish for Bass. Michelle is a non-boater.

JIM OZEE: Jim - nickname “The Wizard” - lives in Dorans (rural Mattoon area) in central Illinois. Jim has been Muskie
fishing for 55 years. Jim’s family started vacationing near Hayward, Wisconsin, when he was 2 years old. Jim caught his
first legal Muskie while fly fishing for crappies, and has had Muskie fever since that day. Jim’s favorite Illinois Lake is
Shelbyville, and favorite Muskie lake is the Chippewa Flowage. His go-to lures include a Grandma, Monster Shad, tandem
spinners and bucktails. Jim also likes to fish for anything with fins – Northern Pike, Walleye, Bass, Panfish, Catfish, Rough
Fish, Saltwater Rock Cod and Surf Perch. Jim is a boater with a 21 foot Crestliner Center Console which he used on Lake
St. Clair and Lake Erie. He is President of the Lake Shelbyville Muskie Club and Historian for the IMTT.

RON RODAK: Ron – nicknames “Musky Magnet” and “Sparky” lives south of Chicago in Oak Forest. Ron has been
Muskie fishing for 40 years. He got started by going to Wisconsin on a family vacation – raised a nice one and hasn’t been
the same since. Ron’s favorite Illinois Muskie lake is Kinkaid, and his favorite Muskie lake is James Lake in Indiana. Ron’s
go-to lures include Believers, Swim Whizz, Eddie Baits and Super Stalkers. Ron fishes for everything! He is a boater – the
guy in the “old Lund”. Ron belongs to the Midwest Muskie Club, the South Side Muskie Hawks, and the IMTT.

JOHN KLICZKO:

John lives in Schaumburg, Illinois, and has been fishing for Muskie for 62 years. “Caught my first
Muskie when I was 2, fishing with my Grandfather. He was an avid fisherman and the family would fish together, weather
permitting, every weekend. Mostly we would fish Lake Michigan for panfish. But he was a Muskie addict and we would
go to Northern Wisconsin every chance we could. Fishing was different then, he would fish with a cane pole and a sucker.
When a fish was hooked he would throw the pole overboard and let the Muskie slow down and he would try to boat the
fish. But the greatest thing that he taught me was to NEVER KILL A MUSKIE. When he caught a Muskie he always had a
ball of string with him, he would cut a piece the length of the fish and would tag it with a paper key fob with the date and
location of the fish. When he died at the age of 94 I buried him with 145 tags. I have to admit that I kept one, the one
that had my first Muskie on it. I have never to this day intentionally killed a Muskie and never will.” John’s favorite Illinois
Muskie lake is Kinkaid, and his favorite muskie water is Eagle River in Wisconsin. John’s go-to lures include Rattle Traps
and small bucktails. He also enjoys fishing for Steelhead. John is a boater and belongs to the Fox River Valley Muskie
Club.
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IMTT YOUTH AMBASSADOR
Hello, my name is Lucas. I am 15 years old and now live in Marion, Illinois. I thought I would tell you a little
about myself and maybe ask for your help. I have been Muskie fishing for 3 years now, but before that I had no
idea to even try Muskie fishing. I have always liked fishing, especially for bass and catfish. I caught my first
Muskie on Bluewater Lake in New Mexico. Like many of you, that first Muskie was all it took, and I have loved
it ever since. Last fall I moved to Illinois, and the move was made a little easier when I heard that Lake Kinkaid
had some Muskie. After fishing Kinkaid a few times I joined the IMTT. What a great experience. IMTT has
been the greatest experience for me. Of course it’s awesome to fish, especially when you catch fish - Lake
Kinkaid proved that. But what was really great, was the experience of joining a great group of guys. I have to
tell you, the guys who went out of their way at last year’s Kinkaid Fall Brawl to introduce themselves to me and
offer tips made me feel like I hadn’t moved to a new state and high school but that I belonged to something. So
thanks for making me feel welcome. I am honored to be the Youth Ambassador for the IMTT and I want to
share the fun with everyone. So this is where I would ask something else of you… I am looking for your ideas,
thoughts, and suggestions on how I can make the most of this opportunity. IMTT is an awesome opportunity to
build values, promote conservation, and have some healthy competitive friendships. So IMTT is great for me….
The question is how do we make it great for the next youth member?
Darn Tooting,
Lucas Kroening

CONTACT US OR STAY IN TOUCH
President
Vice President
Treasurer
Secretary
Merchandise
IMTT Historian
Director
Director
Director
Director
Director
Director
Director
Youth Ambassador
Newsletter Editor

Howard Chambliss
Bob Taylor
Randy Hilger
Walt Krause
Garry Brookman
Jim Ozee
Mike Taylor
Dale Craine
Bob Jeffries
Tom Shafar
John Kliczko
Travis Smith
Travis DeNeal
Lucas Kroening
Bob Kerans

618-214-5918
309-262-9720
314-378-7046
618-972-5584
573-703-1389
217-235-1665
815-757-2867
312-420-1126
708-372-1232
708-259-4419
773-607-8431
618-926-3778
505-252-0693
217-414-0093

hdpada@aol.com
imtt2014@dgmail.com
rahilger@msn.com
krausewalter@att.net
gibimtt@charter.net
jmozee45@consolidated.net
dalecraine@hotmail.com
thejeffries@aol.com
tshafer@comcast.net
metromusky@aol.com
siuforests@yahoo.com
travis.deneal@yahoo.com
kpkroening@yahoo.com
robert_kerans_559@comcast.net

The 2014 Tournament Trail kicks off March 15 with the Jake Wolf Memorial
Tournament at Spring Lake North. Just two weeks later, the IMTT Spring Classic
Tournament is March 29 and 30 at Kinkaid Lake. Get your entry forms in NOW!
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MUSKIE TOURNAMENT
March 29 and 30, 2014

The Illinois Muskie Tournament Trail nfp
Spring Classic Muskie Tournament
on Kinkaid Lake
Murphysboro, Illinois
$100/Person (Entry Fee) $2,500 Purse (Based on 50 Teams)
Cash Prizes and Awards to Top 4 Teams
For more information visit our website at: www.illmuskie.com
Contact Walter Krause at: krausewalter@att.com or (618) 972-5584
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MUSKIE TOURNAMENT
March 15th 2014

The Illinois Muskie Tournament Trail nfp
Jake Wolf Memorial Tournament
on Spring Lake North
Pekin, Illinois
$50/Person (Entry Fee) $1250 Purse (Based on 25 Teams)
Cash Prizes and Awards to Top 4 Teams
For more information visit our website at: www.illmuskie.com
Contact Bob Taylor at: imtt2014@gmail.com or 309-262-9720
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A Huge Thank-You to IMTT’s
Great Sponsors & Supporters!
SupportersSupporters!
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